Product Liability & Loss
Prevention
The cornerstone of loss prevention is product integrity. ABC’s
Defense Counsel provides seminars for ABC insureds covering
this important issue as a complimentary service.
The seminars are conducted at the insured’s facility and focus on
the specific needs and topics of particular interest to each ABC
insured.
These seminars cover the following topics:

u The need for, and the creation of, product integrity programs.
u Legal theories of liability.
u The judicial system.
u Litigation from inception through the appeal process.
u Document retention.

Annual Conference

u Update on product liability law.
Once a product integrity program is in place, ABC’s Defense
Counsel continues to provide advice and guidance on such
issues as:

u Drafting warranty language and service bulletins.
u Responding to FAA and NTSB inquiries and investigations.
u Holding product integrity committee meetings.
u Continuously reviewing and updating the product integrity
program.

The Aircraft Builders Council conducts a conference each year,
which is an informational forum on the most recent developments
in the aviation and aerospace industry and products liability. This
annual conference is unique in that it brings together insureds,
potential insureds, lead underwriters, brokers and defense
counsel, all at one locale.
Presentations are given on subjects of current interest, including
insurance, law, governmental activity, and aviation and
aerospace technology. In the past, speakers have included the
Chairman of Lloyd’s, Administrators of the FAA, NASA Astronauts,
United States District Court Judges, United States Legislators, as
well as experts in the aerospace industry.
An important feature of the conference includes the Lead
Underwriters who are available for private consultations with
insureds and potential insureds, together with their brokers.
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The Aircraft Builders Council
Who We Are

Brokers

Lead Underwriters

The Aircraft Builders Council was
founded in 1954 at a time when
aviation products liability coverage
was in its infancy and not readily
available on the open markets.

The ABC Program provides the aviation broker
community with a streamlined efficient facility
for higher limits of liability for their aviation/
aerospace clients.

The ABC Master Lineslip known as the ABC Program, which provides
insurance capacity of up to USD 1 billion, is renewed each year.

The program is accessed through any accredited
Lloyd’s broker, although the majority of business
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under the program emanates from the offices of
the member companies of the Brokers
Committee. This is not a pre-requisite as any licensed broker may
utilize the services of their existing Lloyd’s broker to access the
program.

by means of negotiations with the Lead Underwriters as to the
appropriate applicable premium.

Working together, sharing a
common goal, a group of aviation
manufacturing companies, brokers
and insurers developed a products liability insurance facility for the
benefit of manufacturers in the aviation industry.
Since its formation, the Aircraft Builders Council program has
provided aviation products liability insurance and continues to be the
leader in developing coverage to satisfy the dynamic needs of the
industry that it serves. Participants in the program may secure
coverage limits of up to USD 1 billion.

What We Do
The Aircraft Builders Council is a comprehensive aerospace
liability insurance program that offers:

u A continuously available insurance market and capacity of up to
USD 1 billion.

u Broad aviation products and related risks coverage.
u Premium discounts in recognition of insureds’ continued
participation in the program.

u Centralized claims management and defense by experienced
aviation counsel.

u No cross claims among insureds, which reduces defense costs.
u Product integrity programs and seminars at insureds’ facilities at
no additional cost.

The ABC London Office distributes details of the program to the
Lloyd’s brokers that currently place business under the program and
others which have requested to be kept informed. Price Forbes in
London serves as the coordinating broker for the program and chairs
the Brokers Committee. The role of the committee is:

u To review the structure of the program and make recommendations
to improve the facility taking into consideration market conditions
and the needs of the aviation industry to ensure the long term
viability of the program.

The role of the Lead Underwriters in the ABC Program is to:

u Select, price and underwrite submissions/renewals which is achieved

u Provide risk-bearing capacity.
u Promote the program via visits/meetings with brokers and
prospective insureds.
The Lead Underwriters are able to fulfill this role because of their:

u Ability to segment market and provide a superior program for
qualifying insureds.

u Ability to continuously refine the ABC form’s wordings, which often
lead the market and industry.

u Knowledge that the non-subrogation aspect of the ABC form will
help reduce claims costs.

u Claim handling efficiencies from using one lead counsel.

u To monitor the financial

ABC’s Lead Underwriters consist of:

security of the markets
providing capacity.

Chubb Global Markets and Global
Aerospace Underwriting Managers

u To assist as appropriate

for details, please contact
ABCoffice@aircraftbuilders.com
or info@aircraftbuilders.com

in the marketing of the
program.
For information about the
ABC, contact your local
aviation insurance brokers.
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u A Board of Trustees who, with American and London brokers,
continuously review and monitor the effectiveness of the program.

u An annual conference which is an informational forum on recent
developments in aviation, insurance and products liability.

u ABC offers two additional coverages:

Aviation Products and
Grounding Liability up to USD 50 million created for smaller limit
aircraft product companies and Aviation Product Recall up to USD
20 million designed for Tier 2, 3, and 4 suppliers.

Board of Trustees
The Aircraft Builders Council Board of Trustees is comprised of
representatives from aviation and aerospace manufacturers insured
by the ABC Program. The Board acts as a resource that supports,
innovates and promotes the continuity of ABC’s products liability
insurance program for aviation and aerospace manufacturers and
major service and repair organizations.
In addition, the Board monitors the quality of services provided for
all who are in the ABC Program, and promotes the use of product
integrity seminars. The Board of Trustees is supported by a Brokers
Committee consisting of American and London brokers who present
the program to the insurance market.

Claims & Litigation Management
As designated counsel for the ABC Program, Fitzpatrick & Hunt, Pagano, Aubert, LLP handles, coordinates and oversees litigation across the United
States, and sometimes the world. In this role, the use of experienced local counsel is vital to the defense of the insured under the program. Through
its long history in aviation litigation, Fitzpatrick & Hunt and the Lead Underwriters have a network of experienced counsel in all 50 states and most
foreign countries to draw on when the need arises. If, however, an insured has a particular counsel that it is familiar with in a particular jurisdiction
and believes they would be a good choice as local counsel, then Lead Underwriters will willingly consider use of that counsel if they have the
necessary expertise. If the proposed firm is acceptable to Lead Underwriters, then they may be appointed as local counsel on a litigation matter to
work under the supervision and oversight of Fitzpatrick & Hunt.
Fitzpatrick & Hunt works closely with ABC insureds in the following areas:

u Onsite accident investigation.
u Post accident product teardowns, inspections and testing.
u Liaising and interfacing with government agencies.
u Drafting and reviewing service bulletins, warranties and contract language.
u Defense of claims and litigation.
u Online access to individual insured’s claims data.
Currently, the law offices of Fitzpatrick & Hunt are in the role of ABC Defense Counsel, with Mendes & Mount continuing
to handle asbestos, chemical exposure, and other toxic tort and health hazard claims ("Toxic Claims") for ABC.
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